Let C be a bounded closed convex subset of a strictly convex Banach space and let S be a semigroup of nonexpansive self-mappings of C which is convex and compact in the topology of weak pointwise convergence. If S has the property that colflfSj) flco 9.(s2)40 whenever s., s~ e S, then S has a common fixed point and F'S) is a nonexpansive retract of C.
In particular, r acts as a translation on Si(r). But J\(r) is bounded and r-invariant, so this means r acts as the identity on 5v(r). Thus r is a (nonexpansive) retraction of C onto J\(r).
Let Tj, r2 be a minimal in (S, <). We claim JUr,) = %ir2). Indeed, we have already shown that r^ acts as a translation by some vector v on J\ir7) and as the identity on J\(r.); but JvCO and SKr.,) are closed and convex (they are the fixed-point sets of the nonexpansive mappings r. and r., and X is strictly convex; see [6]); so condition (I) implies 3l(r.) O fR(r_) 5^ 0.
Thus v = 0. That is, fj acts as the identity on %(r2), so that fR(r2) C 51(0.
By symmetry, Ju^,) = %(r2) as claimed.
Next, we claim that if r is minimal in iS, <) then %(r) = FiS). Obviously FiS) C Mr).
To prove the reverse inclusion, let s e S. By virtue of (1), sr is also minimal in iS, <). But we have shown that minimal elements of S are retractions, all of which have the same range; therefore sr is a retraction of C onto Jv(r). If x e jiir) then rix) = x and srix) = x; so six) = x. Since this is true for all 5 in S, we have proven Jiir) C FiS), and hence 9l(r) = FiS). The situation is different when C is strongly compact.
Theorem 2. // X is strictly convex, C is strongly compact, and S is merely a convex semigroup of nonexpansive self-mappings of C which satisfies (I), then S also satisfies (FP).
Proof. Since C is compact and S is equicontinuous, the closure S of c in We give an example patterned after DeMarr [4] . Let X be R with the sup norm and let C be the square !(x, y); \x\ < 1, |y| < 1}. For 0 < t < 1 define ft(x, y) = (\y\ -t, y), and put S = \f(: 0 < t < 1}. Since ftfs = ft and \ft + (l -X)fs = fXt+rl_ x)s, S is a convex semigroup. Evidently S is compact and each / in S is nonexpansive. (I) is satisfied because the range of / is the broken line segment joining (l -t, l) to (-t, 0) to (1 -t, -1), so that (0, 0) £ flico ft(/(): 0 < t < 1}. Nevertheless, none of the conditions (FP), (F), (D+), or (D) is satisfied.
